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ABSTRACT

This study examines the age structure of terrorist

victimization in three societies. Analysis of fatality data in

Northern Ireland, Spain and Italy reveals that the very young

and elderly are the least likely to be killed in civil strife and

terrorist campaigns. The elderly who do become victims are nOt

participants in violent activities nor are they specifically

selected as targets but are most likely to be the innocent

victims of indiscriminate violence.

Key words: terrorism, victimization, age.



AND TERRORIST VICTIMIZATION

concern cormravon to much of the literature -on aging and the

life cycle fcmuses on the relationship between age and various

life chances. In aJ=1 of this research an attempt is made to
determine how age rlated factors structure the probability of

experiencing an ev&,:iat (such as poverty) or suffering an injury

uch u cximinal sr-i_ctimization). One issue which has not been
empirically address-ed is the age structure of victimization from
terrorist activity -.and civil strife.

A. growing bodr- of literature on victimization not

withstanding, there are several reasons for the absence of

research on the age related dimensions of terrorism and civil

violence. The Uniteicl. States has been relatively free of terrorist

activity and, even countries with active terrorist campaigns,
only snal nunbers Amof people are effected. Terrorism, however, Is
increasing in the w-imrld and is expected to increase in the U S.
in corrikg years. AL=sc), the killing of an aged American aboard a
cruise ship underscres the fact that affluent older Americans
are likely _to trave and be exposed to risk or not travel for
fear of becoming th victim of terrorist activity.

Ttis paper add=esses several hypotheses about the

relationship betweei age and terrorist victimization.. First, it

is hypothesized thaltm older people will be least likely to be the

victimsof terrorisrmn; primarily because their life style patterns

may renove them frocan the context of such activity- and because

only a feu axe like=3Ly to be perceived as coMbatants in civil
conflicts. Alternat_vely, as people grow older they are more



likely to be in :1o itions of institutional authority and syn1)3=Ils

of existing soo.i.4.1 and political arrangements, and therefore .hey

may be among thoe specifically targeted by terrorists,

MODELS OF AGE ADT=.: TERRORISM

Examination of the relationship between age and

victimization invitably leads to questions of life style arid

targeting: do tli life styles of older people expose them to =ar
protect them risks of victimization; or is there some aq

related characta=-istic that causes the older person to be siried

out for killing 1=p-y terrorists? For example, the elderly in th -

U.S. are least 11kely to be the victim of criminal activity

most categories t=lf crime, perhaps due to role related life

and avoidence belavior motivated by fear. However, they are rrtre

likley to be se1cted as targets for purse and wallet snatchirm.g
(1) In this cas=-, age related physical characteristics clearl_y
make the aged pe=son a preferable target from the point of s.riw
of the criminal..

The examinaion of criminal activity requires re ognitior= of

many different t-ines of crime, both violent and preditory. yrIe
analysis of terr=ftrist victimization deals essentially with dea_th

and injury. Agair, the potentially important mediatirig factor is

selectivity or tm_rgeting. Terrorist attacks may be selective
indiscriminate arxEci, if selective the aged may be more or less

likely to be tarca-ted. If attacks are indiscriminate, the 1if

styles and patte=is of daily activity of the aged may expose o-r

protect them from death and injury.

An additioria complicating factor is that ter orist
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how considerable varia. ion reLn both strat8gy aid
C=rnpaigns waged by nationalis groups (such as the ri. h

Army and. Basque separatists in Northern Ireland and
_oei reapctively) identify the militry and the poaice as their.r
main taces. In Nortlern Ireland, for example, there were 15,1AB 6

idents n which security forces wer f Ired upon tlircligh the
end of 1.98 (2). Nationalists tend to erceive thei.r territory
being occuied by foreigners and their strategy Is to raise the
cost of oc=upation leading to eventual withdrawl. Sodjers arid
police are synthols of foreign dominatic=ln and are easIr targetS.
Such an a.13broach, at least in Western ocieties, regluiees that
terrorist (=Troups minimize accidental daths and not delitera.tely
kill innoc=nt non-combatants. Of cours the definitlob of
combatant rwtay be expanded to include yo=ung 'males or all membezs

of opposin groups.

seCc=nd kind of terrorism is tha of the politc1left..
Here the pt=llice or military are not neessarly the ro target
Instead, ti-ese terrorists are more likely to attack basinessiven
judges, pol±:-____iticians, and other representatives of the
establishnint. In Italy, the leftist te--..mrrorists are Q.Stially
discriminaing in their targets. One tt_alian official rides that:=
"Since the Red Brigades normally claIrri credit for tbej .t. violent
acts with =pecial messages, the singling -ut of the and

the persorilization of the attack are v ry important flw this
group; it L_s based on its ability to se lect appropriat_ viotirtS

that the gtoup measures its operational efficency aria tbe
psychologial and political efficiency f its attackW W.

terrorismof the political right in IteLy- tends to
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be more indiscriminate.. By bombing public placeS end_ 8.--_i_ns

terrorists hoPe to raise social tensions and createdemleacids for

"law and order." A particularly notorious exaMple of

indiscriminate violence was the bombing of the B0-Ima t rain

station in 1980.

_The relationship between age and terrorist.V1ctirniztion-,

then, is conceptually complex. As with criMitial Viatirraztion,

the age related patterns of daily living may exp000r p=otect

people from being victimized. Alternatively, if 01xlerpec=p1e are

in positions of-authority, they may be singled otitasobects of

terrorist activity. Also, the dominant mode of tetmisn in any

given country may be focused on those defined aS gnieis or it

may be diffuse without specific human targets radthem: case,

age may affect the risks of being the victim Of trroris t:

violence.

METHOD

To test these hypotheses, we evamine fatalittesresi..ilting

f om political violence in Northern Ireland (1965--085), Spain

(1975-1985) and Italy (1970-1981); countries that Wie elT_iffered

more deaths than other Western societies. Fatality-data =Ire taken

from both official statistics and published chtoruziAies--

The records kept by the Royal Ulster ConStablalary (1*=.4.UC) are

the basic source for Northern Irish fatalities. Thiesere=ords

generally give the name, age, address, where A IDOsOnwa killed

and cause of death (i.e., gun shot wounds, explosto, et_ ..). The

RUC records, however, usually do not provide irifornation on the

victim's religion, whether or not the victim Was kaamt)er= of a
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terrorist organization, or by whom the person was kilJe& nus,

it is not possible to distinguish between, for example, peple

shot by the army or those assassinated by terrorists. B'ottunatly

the files maintained by the Belfast office of the IRISH nEE;,

while based upon the RUC files, provide additional inforkiation

about the circumstances surrounding a death: the likely killer

and the characteristics of the victim. The RUC/IRISH TIMtS

records begin October, 1971. For deaths prior to this datetther-m

are several sources. THE BELFAST NEWSLETTER (September 3,971)

lists the first 100 deaths, giving name, age, address anlabri-tef

characterization of the cause of death. Deutsch and MagoWa's

chronology (4) records on a daily basis all the significka

events that took place in Northern Ireland from 1968 thrwigh

1973. While rarely identifying fatalities by name, this

chronology mentions about 90 percent. A typical entry may-note

that "a twenty year old girl was shot dead as she waited fora

bus on the Crumlin Road when shots were fired at soldier-son

;)atrol." McKeown (5) lists the first 500 deaths by narne ad

assifies them into six categories; members of the Secutity

forces, terrorists, victims of terrorist activity, thbse shot b.r

the security forces, assassinations and those killed dar

rioting. These and several additional sources are diSoasSelin

Hewett (2). For the purposes of this research a randoM s4inple o2E

1229 cases was drawn from the almost 3000 fatalities

Sources for the Spanish data are Equipo Cinco (6), Vlich

lists victims from November 1975 to February 1977, S_Is_s_g, Thcn

London Times and The New York Times. For the period ettet Januay

1980, the U. S. Consulate in Bilboa provided information cn
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terrorist incidents based upon newspaper reports. A sample of 576

fatalities was identified from these sourt=rces.

Vor Italy, this studsused data pr==imarily from the Ministry

of the interior and the PCI(Sezione prohliolemi dello Stato) and

supplented these with othersources (2). The most detailed

information is found in the annual and sc=ami-annual reports put

out by the PCI. These list those killed =and wounded in terrorist

attacks and give the name, victim characteristics, place of

attack and group responsible. One might t=ne suspicious of

information Provided by thenC, but a cc=mparison between the PIC

data and that from other sources does not reveal any obvious bias

or omissions. The Italian sample consiSteEad of 360 fatalities.

These data are limitedin several wtys. First, the method

recording fatalities varies between courries and may vary over

time within a country. SecoM, the data iJis based upon recorded

deaths only, with no corresponding set a data on injury. There

is, however, no reason to expect that them=.- pattern of injuries

would be different than thepattern of fammtalities. Finally, age

is not recored in all cases.For Northerrism Ireland, of 1229 cases

we have age data for 1000 (81.4%); of 57 cases for Spain we have

data for 416 (72.2%); of 360cases for Itznaly we have data for 278

(77.2%). A comparison of cases with and wwithout recorded age

showed no differences with respect to ctluxer important variables

such as sex and the circum tances of death.

FINDINGS

Age and Vactimization

Table 1 shows that victims of terr --ism and civil strife
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t nd to be relatively young men. This profile is apaent in
t4=rthern Ireland where the mean ..ge of victims was 30 and only
8 5 percent were female. In Italr, the mean age of victims was 36
ard fully one fourth were female The mean age of victims was
h7 ghest in Spain (38) but only 4 percent were female. Inns, while
ali.1 three countries share an agesex profile of viotjuinthat is
dt_sproportionately young and rnal, inter-country vasi tion

s=ggests differences in the riatue and forms of terrorist
mt=lvements.

(tables 1 and 2 about here)
Table 2 compares the age olltribution of the potUations for

t1.-e three countries and the samvaLes of fatalities, rexesenting
thole expected and observed freque.cy of victimization

spectively. For all countries, the difference betwee the

e=pected and observed distributi ns is statistically i.gnificant.

each country, children and cacM.er people are least likely to
bcome fatalities. Rather, victir=ss tend to be late aclolesents and
yamung adults (ages 15-29). In Sin, individuals bettveen the ages
30irgg- and 49 also tend to be dispror=fortionately repr sented among

'victims. In Italy, very few children and many peo9le aged 15-
29r- are killed, but after age 29 he expected and obsenred
fa_-tality rates are similar, with the elderly experienGing
sce-=newhat less than the expected atalities but more trien in
Islic--thern Ireland and Spain. The r=atios of observed to expected

fa_--talities in each age category are shown in Figure 1 and form an

ap- -vroximate inverted U shaped dis=tribution.

(Figure 1 a_-..Thout here)

The lo er than expected. perc=entage of fatalities ft.tthe

7
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beginning and ends of the 1ifr7 cycle and high fatality rates for

the 15-29 year olds may be e;clained in several ways. First, to

the degree that terrorist actM_vity involves the targeting _f

perceived enemiesud the verr young and old are not defined, as

combatants, theywill be outsde the scope of terrorism.

Differences in the degree of 1.._:_argeting or selectiOn and in the

definitions of combatant may P=*lso explain inter-country

differences in the age distriution of fatalities. Second, the

young and old may beprotecta. by age status related life styles

that reduce their exposure- to- -random terrorist violence. Finally,

the victims of terrorism may hemselves be terrorists, thus

comingling criminals who are k_lkely to be young and other victims

who may be older.

The Guilty and the Innocent

In NorthernIreland, terrorists killed by security forces

or by their own bombs are lisi==ed among the fatalities. Of the 32

fatalities identified as terro=arists (members of the Ulster

Defense Associatkm or the U1=ter Volunteer Force), age was

recorded for 29.These indivialtuals ranged in age from 17 to 43,

with the mean agebeing 27. Vt.11y two thirds were under age 30.

.None of these fatalities was emale. As with crime and war then,

terrorism is.thework of youngw- men; useful comparisions given

that terrorists often perceiV themselves as soldiers but are

defined as criminals.

By contrastthe most clearly innocent victims of terrorism

are those killedbyboMbings 00.f public buildings or conveyances

or by bombe detoma4d in oro- dL_ad urban areas. These assults are

1 1



e purest form of terrrorism in that victims are neither.

taraeted "enemies" nor participants in inter-group conflict The

more random and large scale these incidents, the greater their

ability to inspire public fear and frustration. The bombing of

the railroad station in Bologna, Italy 1980, causing

approximately 100 deaths, is one of the best known example

this form of terrorism.

The random nature of this terr_rist incident is highlighted

by the large number of women and children killed. Women were 42

percent of -the fatalities compared with-only 15 percent for the

rest of the Italian sample of victims. Seven percent were

children under age 15 compared with only 1 percent for the rest

of the Italian sample. Table 3 shows the age distribution of

fatalities from the Balogna bombing ceppared with the age

distribution of the Italian population and the remainder of the

Italian sample. Examination of the expected (populatiOn).and

observed (Bologna) fatality rates shows that the very young and

old were under represented among the dead. All other age groups

had higher than expected death rates with the difference between-

the expected and observed rates greatest for the 15 to 29 year

olds. The large number of fatalities in this group appears,to be

related to the role of student -- fully 20 percent of those

killed were students.

(table 3 about here)

A: and. How Killed

Fatalities are recorded in such a wav as to allow

-judgements about the circumstancesof'death. For our purpo: s we,:...



want to distinguish between those who are the innocent victims of

random terrrorist violence and those who are targeted

(assassinated) by terrorists. We also want to identify those who

are participants in civil strife and terrorism and who have been

killed by security forces or by their own bombs.

Table 4 shows how the fatalities in each of the age groups

were killed. Children under age 15 are omitted from this analysis

because of the small number of fatalities in this category.

Individuals killed in civil strife or terrorist incidents who are

defined as innocent are those caught in riots or in shootings

between terrorists and police, or those killed in clearly

indiscriminate bombings. Assassination, implies selection -- the

individual killed is define,i, as a combatant by terrorists and

targeted as a victim. Finally, some of the fatalities were

participants in riots (though not necessar y terrorists) or were

terrorists killed by their own bombs or in shootouts with police.

The data for Spain did not allow us to differentate this last

category of victim.

Age is clearly related to how people become fatalities in

each of the three countries. The percentage of fatalities who are

apparently innocent victims of violence increases with age. In

Northern Ireland, only 18 percent of the 15-29 year old

fatalities were innocent compared with fully 47 of the elderly

fatalities. For Spain the pattern is less clear, but aged

fatalities again were most likely to be innocent victims of

random violence. Finally, Italy had the highest portion of

innocent vi tims at all ages, ranging from 38 percent for the 15-

29 year old group to fully 90 percent for the elderly.

10



Conversely, fatalities in the 15-29 year old group are most

likely to be participants in Northern Ireland and Italy while

few of the aged fatalities are the result of narticipation.

(table 4 about here)

The pattern of assassinations suggests that people targeted

are somewhat older. For each of the three countries, fatalities

in the 30-49 and 50-64 year old groups are more likely to have

been assassinated than in the younger and older groups.

DISCUSSION

Age is clearly related to the risk of becoming a victim of

terrorism or civil violence and to the circumstances of death for

those killed. In Northern Ireland, Italy and Spain, the

relationship between age and terrorist victimization is somewhat

similar: children and the elderly are less likely to die as the

result of terrorist activity than individuals of other ages. The

inverted U pattern of victimization resembles that of homicide in

the United States or casualities from war in general. Adolescents

and young adults, primarily men are the most likely to be

killed. There appear to be two reasons for the low fatality rates

among children and elderly. First, they appear to be protected by

the life style patterns associated with childhood and retirement

roles. They probably remain closer to home than other ages and

are not likely to be in public places where confrontations

between rioters or terrorists and security forces take place.

Similarly, they are less likely to frequent railroad stations

airline terminals and other places where terrorists plant bombs.

Second, older people are not participants in the confrontation

11
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between terrorist movements and security forces, nor are they

defined as combatants and targeted for killing because they are

enemies.

There 1 some support f_ or the hypothesis that with age and

higher occupational status in governmental and business

establishments people are more likely to be targeted by

terrorists. For fatalities age 30 to 64, the percentage of those

killed by assassination increases. However, because the elderly

are likely t- be retired, this does not extend to the over 65

year old group.

Although the age structure of victimization is similar in

these three countries, there are also important inter-country

differences. In Northern Ireland and Spain, the terrorist

campaigns are waged by nationalist groups .(IRA and Basque

separatists) and violence tends to be directed toward perceived

combatants such as security forces. This implies that the

conflict there is somewhat like war with emphasis on targeting

soldiers or young males of the opposing side. In Northern

Ireland, _t any age, only a minority of fatalities appear to

result from random violence although this is highest among the

elderly. Fatalities are younger than in other societies and

assassination appears to be a dominant terrorist strategy. Only

a small nuMber of older people are participants and few are seen

as combatants and assassinated.

In Spain, although fatalities tend to be older,

assassination again is the dominant method of killing and few

people of any age are killed by indiscriminate bombings and

random violence. Even a majority of the elderly fatalities are

12



assassinated.

In Italy, on the other ha d, assassination is less frequent

and, except for the late adolescent-young adult group, the

majority of fatalities in each age category tend to be the result

of random violence. Indeed, the risk for the elderly is greatest

in Italy in several ways. First, after young adulthood, the

distribution of fatalities is similar to that of the population

and the observed frequency of fatalities among the aged is only

slightly smaller than the expected frequency. The reason for this

appears to be that in Italy there are terrorist movements of both

the left and right. The latter in particular employ more diffuse

forms of violance and the old therfore are not protected by their

detachment from the conflict.

Our analysis demonstrates that age partially accounts for

the risk of terrorist victimization. The data, however, are only

for fatalities; leaving the related questions of injury, fear and

avoidence behavior unanswered. Although we would reasonably

expect the pattern of personal injury from terrorism and civil

violence to parallel that for our fatality data, we cannot assess

levels of fear in these European societies. With regard to the

United States however, the apparent widespread avoidence of

European and Middle Eastern destinations suggests that fear is

probably most keenly felt by potential travelers.

In summary, the young and elderly are not likely to become

the victims of terrorist violence. Perhaps because older people

are retired they are neither perceived as combatants in civil

strife nor likely to be in the kinds of public places where they

13
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will be exposed to random terrorist activity. For these reasons,

the rate of vic imization of the elderly is low in countries

where terrorist (groups focus on combatants but somewhat higher in

countries where terrorism is indiscriminate.

14
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Table 1

AGE AND SEX OF FATALITIES

Northern
Iraland
fr':1000)

Spain

(n=416)

Italy

(n=278)

Sex male 91.5 % 95.9 % 75.5 %

female 8.5 4.1 24.5

Age mean 30.27 37.55 35.81

S. D. 14.88 14.50 17.43
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Table 2

AGE DISTRIBUTION

15-29

OF POPULATION AND

AGE

30-49 50-64

FATALITIES

65± no*

NORTHERN IRELAND*

populati-n 28.17 23.46 22.46 14.66 11.28 99.99 15373

sample 3.40 57.20 27.40 6.80 3-70 100.00 1000

ratio 0.12 2.44 1.'77'- 0.60 O.

SPAIN*

population 25.64 23.24 24.17 15.64 11.31 107. 376E10

sample 2.16 33.17 40.67 20.43 3.37 100.00 416

ratio 0.08 1.43 .1.69 1.31 0.30

ITALY**

population 26.42 21.64 25.70 15.90 10.35 100.00 58831

sample 3.24 43.53 28.42 17.27 7.55 100.00 278

ratio 0.12 2.01 1.11 1.09 0,.73

*population in thousands
-PCensus of Northern Ireland 1961
**1981 UN DEMOGRAPHIC YEAR BOOK
Note: chi-square p .001 for all population and sample distributions.



Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF FTALITIES FOR THE SOL 3NA BOMBING

<14

AGE

ZO -49 50-64

Population 26.42 21.64 15.90 10.75

Bologna 7.29 36.46 19.79 e
-,.._

other 1.10 47.75 26=92 15.93 3.79-
*population of Italy in thousands.

100.00

100.00

100.00

MC*

58831

96

182

Note: chi-square for population and Bologna distributions is p <.001.
Chi-square or Bologna and "other" distributions is p <-05.

21 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



TABLE 4

AGE AND CIRCuNSTANCES OF DEATH

AGE*

15-29 30-49 50-64

NORTHERN IRELAND
innocent
assassinated
participant

percent
n=941
chi-square p <.001

18.0
41.5
40.5

100.1

24.4
55.0
20.6

99.9 100.0
271

,,_.-,
.
q 46.7

51.8 43.3
15.3 10.0

100.0
85 30

SPAIN
innocent 27.0 11.6 9.6
assassinated 73.0 88.4 90.4 61.5

percent 100 100 100 100
n=401
chi-square p <.001

141 164 83 13

ITALY
innocent 38.0 51.3 68.8 90.5
assassinated 20.9 31.6 29.2 9.5
participant 41.1 17.1 2.1 0.0

percent 100 100 100 100
n=274
chi-square p (.001

129 76 48 21

* The <15 category is omitted due to the small number of cases.



Figure 1

RATIOS OF OBSERVED TO EXPECTED FATALITIES
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